Implementation Location-Based Service (LBS) on Mobile Application for Searching Dormitory
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Abstract—The growth of mobile features, especially Smartphones at this time can be said to be very developed. Judging from the increasing number of mobile users, the availability of various mobile features is also growing very rapidly. In line with these facts, the author aims to create a mobile Dormitory application using Location-Based Service (LBS) technology with the application of the Haversine method, making it easier for users to find the closest Dormitory to their place of work with appropriate facilities. This application is not only for search for Dormitories, it can also place orders online, this is also an opportunity for the manager or owner of the Dormitory to promote their Dormitory. Methods of data collection are done by observation, interviews, literature studies, and documentation. The development of this application system uses the Waterfall method. The final result of this research will create an android-based Dormitory mobile application that can make it easier for Dormitory seekers to search and book Dormitories as well as a means of promotion for Dormitory owners and managers.
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I. PRELIMINARY

Karawang Regency is an area in West Java province which has an area of 1,753.27 Km2 or 3.73 percent of the area of West Java province with a population of 2,336,009 people [1]. Karawang is known as a big industrial city in Indonesia. This can be seen from the number of companies that are established in Karawang. Therefore, many immigrants from various cities come to work for companies in this city. Migrants who mostly don't know the area in Karawang generally have problems finding Dormitories around the company where they work, especially Dormitories with the closest distance from the company. On the other hand, Dormitory owners find it difficult to promote or publicize available rooms or Dormitories.

The growth of mobile features, especially smartphones at this time, can be said to be very developed. Judging from the increasing number of mobile users, the availability of mobile features is also growing very rapidly and internet technology has progressed very drastically. The Internet has become a very effective means of information and communication. With the internet, various information in the world can be obtained quickly. Currently, android applications are widely used in various fields, one of which is in the field of business which has implemented many android applications and has been proven to provide benefits to the community [2].

Based on this background, the author aims to design an application with the title "Mobile Dormitory Application Karawang Using Location-Based Service (LBS)", which can be used as a means to assist users in finding Dormitories based on the closest distance and knowing the Dormitory address and information about other Dormitories. And on the application, you can order Dormitories online. With the presence of this Dormitory application, users can search for...
the nearest Dormitory and book a Dormitory. This application is made with the Java programming language based on Android and to determine the closest distance by utilizing Location Based Service (LBS) using the Haversine Formula [3].

II. RESEARCH METHODS

The methods used in this study are data collection methods, waterfall system development methods, Haversine Formula to determine the closest distance in finding a Dormitory in the application built, and Location-Based Service to connect the user’s location by utilizing the Global Positioning System which is already available on mobile devices. [4].

1. Method of collecting data

In the data collection method, the researchers used four ways, including:

1) Observation

Researchers visited and made direct observations to several Dormitorys in Karawang, these observations were like seeing and checking the overall state of the Dormitory such as the state of the Dormitory rooms and available facilities. The results of observations are in the form of facts and information about the state of the Dormitory.

2) Interview

Conduct direct interviews with Dormitory owners about how to order, pay and market the Dormitory and ask for information about the Dormitory such as the name of the Dormitory, Dormitory address, Dormitory rules, and others. The results of this interview are in the form of Dormitory data that can be used as material for designing applications to be made. Then, interview the Dormitory seekers about how or the methods used so far to search for Dormitorys and how to order them. The results of interviews with Dormitory residents are in the form of information that can later be used as the need for designing applications to be made.

3) Literature Study

This literature study was conducted to obtain theoretical references related to the research topic raised, this theory can be obtained from several sources such as journals and theses.

4) Documentation

The documentation carried out in this study such as taking pictures of the Dormitory with a smartphone camera, existing facilities, and other images that support the process of this research.

2. System Development Method

The development of this system uses the Waterfall method [5], while the stages in the development of this system are as follows:

- Needs Analysis (Requirements Analysis)

At this stage, intensive requirements collection is carried out to determine software requirements so that users can understand the type of software needed [6].

2) Design (Design)

System design is a stage that focuses on the appearance of the system, including data structures, system software architecture, and system interfaces. This stage is designed to meet user needs by using a system in the form of designing a mobile application system display, such as searching for Dormitory rooms based on location or Location-Based Service (LBS) with the Haversine method [3].

3) Implementation (Coding)

This stage is the coding stage of the program which is the implementation process in the form of an order or the realization process of the command form, and the computer can use a programming language to understand the process. The Mobile Application System that will be created uses the Java programming language using Android Studio and the Firebase Database. This implementation phase includes the application of the Haversine Formula to determine the closest Dormitory distance in the application [7].

4) Testing (Testing)

This testing stage is to ensure that the system that has been completed is by the designer's design, to find out whether the implemented functions can be used in the process of making and designing the Mobile application system.

3. Haversine Formula

The Haversine method is used to calculate the longitude of two points on the earth's surface based on latitude and longitude. Haversine Formula requires inputting the longitude and latitude of the user's location. The following is the formula of Haversine [8].

$$
egin{align*}
\chi &= (\text{Long1} - \text{Long2}) \times \cos\left(\frac{\text{Lat1} + \text{Lat2}}{2}\right) \\
\gamma &= (\text{Lat1} - \text{Lat2}) \\
d &= \sqrt{\chi^2 + \gamma^2} + R
\end{align*}
$$

Information:

Lat1 = Degree latitude of starting point
Long1 = Degree longitude starting point
Lat2 = Degree latitude of destination point
Long2 = Degree longitude of destination point
x = Longitude (Longitude)
y = Latitude (Latitude)
d = Distance (Km)
1 degree = 0.0174532925 radians
R = 6371 Km

From the above formula, the following is a distance calculation using the Haversine Formula and an analysis of
the Haversine Formula calculation. This calculation is to measure the distance by using a sample of two locations, namely from the starting point of Karawang International Industrial City to the destination point of Griya Kost. Location 1 Karawang International Industrial City
Is known:
Latitude = -6.359197486564478
Longitude = 107.2742426711646
Location 2 Griya Kost
Is known:
Latitude = -6.352268604491233
Longitude = 107.309655751302
Difference in Longitude Locations 1 and 2
Difference = Longitude Location 1 - Longitude Location 2
Difference = 107.2742426711646 - 107.3096557511302
Difference = -0.03541307997
Convert Latitude Location 1, Location 2, Longitude Difference to Rad
Conversion result Latitude Location 1 = -0.110988933924 rad
Latitude Location 2 = -0.110868042119 rad. conversion result
Longitude Difference conversion result = -0.0006180748 rad
Calculates SIN from latitude of Locations 1 and 2 which has been converted to Rad
SIN calculation results Location 1 = -0.1107612039
SIN calculation results Location 2 = -0.1106410154
Calculates COS from latitude of Location 1, Location 2 and Longitude Difference converted to Rad
COS calculation results Location 1 = 0.9938470484
COS calculation results Location 2 = 0.9938604357
COS calculation result Longitude Difference = 0.999999809
Calculates the distance between Location 1 to Location 2
Distance = (SIN Location 1 * SIN Location 2) + (COS Location 1 * COS Location 2 * COS Longitude Difference)
Distance = (-0.1107612039 * -0.1106410154) + (0.9938470484 * 0.9938604357 * 0.999999809)
Distance = 0.9999998039
Calculating distance result to ACOS
Distance = ACOS (0.9999998039)
Distance = 0.00062618
Convert ACOS distance results to Degrees
Distance = 0.03587747121559
Converting distance results from Degrees to Kilometers (KM)
Distance = 0.03587747121559 * 60 * 1.1515
Distance = 2.478774486
Determine the final result
Distance = 2.478774486 * 1.609344
Distance = 3.989200846 KM 4 KM
The result of the above calculation is 3.989200846 km which is calculated from the starting point of Karawang International Industrial City and the destination point of Griya Kost.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Running System Analysis
The current system analysis aims to see the process of finding a Dormitory in Karawang City which is still being carried out by visiting from one Dormitory to another to see the state of the Dormitory directly. The following is a flowmap on a system that is ongoing or currently running [9].

2. Proposal System
This design aims to meet all the needs of the users of the system to provide a clear and understandable picture. The proposed system describes the system to be built. The system design is made in the form of a Flowmap, starting from the user opening the application, until the user manages to get a Dormitory. The system design to be built is described in the form of a Flowmap as shown in the following figure:
3. **Usecase Diagram**

Usecase Diagram is a description of the actors and the needs of the usecase functions needed in the system [10]. The following is an image of the proposed use case diagram:

![Usecase Diagram](image)

Figure 5 Usecase Diagram of the Proposed System

The proposed system uses a use case diagram explaining the system to be built with actors such as Dormitoryseekers, Dormitoryowners, and admins with their respective access.

4. **Sequence Diagram**

The sequence is generally used to describe a scene or a series of steps taken in response to an event to produce a certain output, as well as what has changed internally and what kind of output has been produced. The following is a modeling of the Mobile Kost Karawang application using a Sequence Diagram. Below is an image of the Sequence Diagram of the proposed search:

![Sequence Diagram](image)

Figure 6 Kost Search Sequence Diagram

The picture above is a sequence diagram for the Dormitorysearch, in which the user enters the search keyword on the home page, then the system processes the search and the system results will display the search Dormitory results taken from the Dormitory data.

4. **Class Diagram**

Class diagrams or class diagrams describe the structure of the system in terms of defining the classes that will be created to build the system. With class diagrams, you can make detailed diagrams by paying attention to the specific codes needed by the program and this can be applied to the structure described. The following is a class diagram on a Dormitory mobile application.

![Class Diagram](image)

Figure 7 Class Diagram of the Mobile Dormitory Application

5. **Implementasi Location-Based Service (LBS)**

Location-Based Service (LBS) is used in the system, especially in conducting searches that can be connected to google maps. The result of Location-Based Service (LBS) is the point from the place or location of the Dormitory that will be stored in the system [11].
LBS implementation begins by finding the last location with latitude and longitude points from the Global Positioning Service (GPS) connected to the user’s mobile device. This LBS is connected to google maps so that when it is determined the google maps display will match the user’s location.

6. Implementasi Haversine

The distance determination is generated from calculations using the Haversine Formula, the values used are the longitude and latitude points from the starting point to the destination point.

The Haversine Formula begins by calculating the difference between the initial longitude point and the destination longitude point. Then the value of the latitude of the starting point and the latitude of the destination and the difference between the longitudes are converted into radians. Then calculate sin and cos from the results that have been converted from the value of the starting point and the destination point, but to calculate cos including the results of calculating the difference in longitude of each point [8].

The distance generated from the product of the starting point sin and the destination point sin is added up by the product of the starting point cos and destination point cos and the longitude difference cos. The result is converted to kilometers after finding across and multiplied by 60 * 1.1515 and multiplied by 1.609344 to produce the distance in kilometers [12].

7. Haversine Formula Calculation Analysis

The analysis of the Haversine Formula calculation uses three sample data. The results of calculations with the Haversine Formula can be seen in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Titik Mulai</th>
<th>Titik Tujuan</th>
<th>Haversine</th>
<th>Google Maps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Latitude 1</td>
<td>Longitude 1</td>
<td>Latitude 2</td>
<td>Longitude 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>-6.359193487</td>
<td>107.2742427</td>
<td>6.352268604</td>
<td>107.3096558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.98 km</td>
<td>3.99 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>-6.327623336</td>
<td>107.2877780</td>
<td>6.323338243</td>
<td>107.3012788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.56 km</td>
<td>1.57 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>-6.301365223</td>
<td>107.2780176</td>
<td>6.304240781</td>
<td>107.2978055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.19 km</td>
<td>2.20 km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distance generated from the product of the starting point sin and the destination point sin is added up by the product of the starting point cos and destination point cos and the longitude difference cos. The result is converted to kilometers after finding across and multiplied by 60 * 1.1515 and multiplied by 1.609344 to produce the distance in kilometers [12].

8. Interface Design

The design of the interface or the interface on the software is used to connect the interaction between the user and the software to be made [13]. Interface design or system display is made using pencil software. The interface design of the system building can be seen as shown below [14].
9. System View Implementation

After performing the previous stage of analyzing the current system and designing the proposed system, then the process of implementing the system display. Here is the display of the Dormitory mobile application:

- **Figure 1** is the home page, on this page, there is a Dormitory search column to find a Dormitory by inputting the company name or Dormitory name, then when pressing the search button a list of Dormitories will appear based on the closest distance from the destination company. Figure 2 is a page for displaying Dormitory in detail such as addresses, categories, ratings or ratings, as well as available Dormitory facilities.

- **Figure 3** is a Dormitory booking page, this page displays Dormitory orders and can be seen in detail by selecting an order, a page like Figure 4 will appear which contains ordering data and can be inputted by the customer as needed.

10. Black Box Test

Black Box testing is centered on the functional requirements of the software. Black box testing makes it possible in software engineering to obtain a set of input, process, and output conditions that are completely in sync with the functionality of a program.

The system testing phase is carried out after the system implementation phase is complete. The execution of the test phase is to re-examine all the phases that have been run to find or find errors. The purpose of system testing is to ensure that the system that has been built will function as expected. The following is a table of the results of testing the system interface function using Black Box testing [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Test Name</th>
<th>User</th>
<th>Expected results</th>
<th>Test result</th>
<th>Status Uji</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Login Page</td>
<td>Dormitory</td>
<td>The system can display the login page interface when opening the Mobile system. The login process can be done by inputting text or logging in via a Google account automatically</td>
<td>the login page can be displayed.</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Finder/Owner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Home page</td>
<td>Cost Finder</td>
<td>The system can display the home page interface after successful login.</td>
<td>the home page can be displayed.</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Dormitory</td>
<td>Cost Finder</td>
<td>The system can display the Dormitory detail page</td>
<td>Dormitory detail page can be displayed</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Details Page</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Based on the research that has been done and the test results of the mobile Dormitory application using Location-Based Service (LBS) with the Haversine Formula, it can be concluded that:

1. A Dormitory mobile application has been built that can display the location of the closest Dormitory from a company in Karawang, this method uses the Haversine Formula to determine the closest distance where Haversine is a formula that measures the distance between two points by drawing a straight line between the two points. This formula ignores terrain or obstacles when measuring these two points.

2. The application can provide detailed Dormitory information needed by Dormitory seekers such as Dormitory addresses, Dormitory pictures, available facilities, prices, and other information.
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